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A word from our community
partner
The Multicultural Communities Council of SA (MCCSA) has a forty-five-year history of
service to migrant communities following its establishment in 1995 with the merger
of Ethnic Communities Council (est. 1974) and the United Ethnic Communities of South
Australia (est. 1979). This was underpinned by a tradition of service going back to the
1949 establishment of the Good Neighbour Council, supporting migrants/political and
war refugees to settle in Australia.
MCCSA currently represents over 120 ethnic organisations and is a member of the
Federation of Ethnic Communities’ Councils of Australia. With its vision of ‘an equitable,
cohesive and thriving South Australia’, the Multicultural Communities Council of SA
mission is ‘to support and advocate for all people from culturally and linguistically
diverse (CALD) backgrounds to realise their potential as active contributors to the
economic, social and cultural life of South Australia’.
Over the years MCCSA has observed the changing nature of a multicultural South
Australia and the nation. We support the view that migration has positively contributed
economically, socially and culturally to the Australian society. This opinion has further
been endorsed by numerous independent research studies over the past 30 years.
The MCCSA was pleased to partner with Dr David Radford and his team from the
University of South Australia and Charles Sturt University, on a research study focusing
on the contribution the Hazara community have made in the Port Adelaide- Enfield
area of Adelaide.
The research used an ethnographic approach providing an insight into the Hazara
migrants and how they interrelate with and contribute to the local community in the
Port Adelaide – Enfield Local Council area of SA. The report also addresses some of the
challenges migrant communities face in the settlement process, adapting to a host
community whilst supporting their own to transition into the new way of life.
Refugees, Rejuvenating and Connecting Communities Report provides us with
an understanding of the complexity of the migration experience, its impacts on
communities and society and how one community has positively contributed to one of
Adelaide’s largest and diverse local government area.

Helena Kyriazopoulos
CEO
Multicultural Communities Council of SA
February 2021
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Margaret Piper, AM
Commendation
By definition, refugees are survivors. They have fled a country in which they experienced
persecution and, often after a dangerous journey, sought and obtained protection
elsewhere. Doing this required courage, ingenuity, perseverance, tenacity and patience.
All of these are qualities Australians profess to admire but rarely does the general public
attribute them to refugees. That we do not means that we as a country risk overlooking
a valuable resource in our midst.
Refugees Rejuvenating and Connecting Communities is therefore an important
reminder to all of us that refugees have much to contribute to all facets of our
community. By focusing on a particular locality, the report is able to do a deep dive
into how members of a new community have melded into the broader community and
in so doing, contributed to and enriched it in so many ways.
The report also provides a fascinating insight into a community of former refugees not
widely known within Australia. Afghanistan’s Hazara minority ethic group might claim
a proud lineage, tracing their heritage to Genghis Khan and his troops, but for decades
they have been subjected to severe persecution and violence not only in Afghanistan
but also in neighbouring Pakistan. This is why they have had to travel so far to find a
place that is safe and it is also why, having found it, they are so committed to making
this their home and why they want to express their gratitude by contributing in every
way they can.
Margaret Piper AM
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1. Introduction
Negative Australian media and political discourse concerning refugees1 have often
portrayed them as a burden, cost or threat to the Australian community, and/or unable
or unwilling to integrate into the broader Australian community because of their
(‘illegal’) means of arrival, or their cultural, religious and educational characteristics. It
has been argued, however, that refugees make very positive economic, social and civic
contributions to host societies (Hugo et al. 2011; Collins 2013). The Port Adelaide Enfield
Council has one of the largest non-English-speaking background populations of any
South Australian LGA and has one of the largest Indigenous populations in Adelaide.
Local stakeholders report that the Hazara Afghans, who are refugee-background
migrants, have had a transformative impact across the community including the
economic rejuvenation of areas that were experiencing rapid socio-economic decline.
Underpinning this research is an understanding that living and engaging in a community
is multifaceted. That engagement must be considered in a holistic way that looks at
social, cultural and economic factors. Engagement, contribution or impact cannot
simply be measured or understood as a dollar figure, that is, how a group of people
help the economic position of the community.
The project used a qualitative ethnographic approach between 2019 and 2020 that
included participant observation and semi-structured biographical/life-history
interviews with Hazara Afghan humanitarian migrants and other residents in the Port
Adelaide Enfield Council area of South Australia. These methods were used in order to
investigate the innovative social, cultural and economic contributions of the Hazara
to their Port Adelaide-Enfield community. Observations took place in social sites:
business/economic (e.g. businesses on Prospect Road, such as the Ghan Kebab House
restaurant), sporting engagement (e.g. Kilburn Football Club), social/civic participation
(e.g. community centres: Mercy House of Welcome, Kilburn Community Centre), and
education (CaFE Enfield, Blair Athol North Primary School). Activities noted included
day-to-day activities and interactions as well as events/programs. Observation
focused on themes relating to how the Hazara interact in everyday contexts: how they
manage and negotiate social and cultural boundaries around age, gender, ethnicity,
religion and migrant status (visa status, year of arrival); and what cultural resources and
competencies they draw upon that facilitate creative, innovative and entrepreneurial
practices and contributions. Semi-structured biographical/life-history interviews were
conducted with thirteen Hazara and six non-Hazara local community residents.
1 For the purpose of this report and ease of reading, the term ‘refugees’ or ‘refugee-background migrants’ has been
used to cover all humanitarian-background migrants, whether they have arrived in Australia as refugees or as asylum
seekers. It also recognises that when ‘refugees’ become permanent residents and citizens the term ‘refugees’ refers
to their past rather than present status, hence the preference to refer to them as ‘refugee-background migrants’ when
specifying their migration pathway.
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There are a number of key themes that resonate throughout the report.
The first is that an individual engages or contributes to the local community in
which they live in ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ ways. For the most part contributions take
place in everyday, banal, mundane or ‘invisible’ ways; and others stand out in more
overt, prominent or publicly ‘visible’ ways. We argue that we need to understand and
acknowledge the contributions of refugee-background migrants likewise, considering
both ‘visible’ and ‘invisible’ contributions.
Second, there are individuals and organisations who have the capacity to be social
connectors, to bridge between communities. These individuals and organisations (from
both refugee backgrounds and the local/wider community) are able to facilitate and
positively promote processes that bridge between diverse communities.
Third, refugee-background migrants arrive with assets, abilities, knowledge and
experiences to contribute to the communities they live in, and many proactively find
ways to do so. A strengths-based approach to understanding refugee-background
migrant contributions to local communities counters a deficit-based approach, which
focuses on these individuals and communities as victims who need our help rather
than as individuals and communities who have much to give.
Fourth, there is a tension for refugee communities who wish to simultaneously
strengthen, support and contribute to the development of their own communities or
co-ethnic bonds, while strengthening, supporting and contributing to the local (and
national) communities they are now a part of. The report suggests that this is an
ongoing, dynamic process that reflects both difficulties and opportunities.
Refugees rejuvenating and connecting communities emphasises the importance of
integrating the social and cultural practices of refugee-background migrants, in addition
to their economic contributions, to local communities that they live amongst. Refugees
rejuvenating and connecting communities recognises that challenges and benefits
are part of any migrant settlement process, reflecting social, cultural or economic
inequalities/prejudice/capacities on the part of receiving communities or the (in)
ability of new migrants to engage or interact with host communities. Finally, Refugees
rejuvenating and connecting communities deepens and broadens our knowledge of
the potential transformative and rejuvenative impact that refugee-background migrants
can have on communities, including their own, adding valuable understandings of how
this can be beneficial in other contexts across Adelaide, Australia and internationally.
This project focuses on the Hazara community that has settled in the Port Adelaide
Enfield Council area, specifically in Enfield and Blair Athol. The next section discusses
the historical background of this council area and introduces the Hazara community.
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Hazaragi language summary of the report
ﺧﻼﺻﻪ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ دە ﻋﻨﻮان ﻧﻘﺶ ﻣﻬﺎﺟ98ﻦ دە ﻃﺮاوات ?ﺨﺸBﺪو و دە Dﻢ وﺻﻞ ﮐBﺪون اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت
ای راﭘﻮ ر دە )ﺎ رە +ﮏ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع دا رای ﺳﺎ)ﻘﻪ ﻣﻬﺎﺟﺮ+ ،78ﻌ<; اﻓﻐﺎن ﻫﺎی ﻫﺰا رە ،ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﻣﻮﻧﻪ و ﺗHغ ﻣﻮﻧﻪ ﮐﻪ  KLرﻗﻢ ﻫﺰارە ﻫﺎ دە ﻣﻨﻄﻘﻪ
ﭘﻮرت اد+ﻼ+ﺪ اﯾﻨﻔVﻠﺪ ،دە اد+ﻼ+ﺪ ،اﺳX8اﻟVﺎی ﺟﻨﻮ ،7Zﻣﺸﺎ ﮐرﺖ و ﻫﻤ]ﺎری ﮐVﺪە )ﺨ`_ ازی ﺟﺎﻣﻌﻪ ﺟﻮ ر ﻣﻮﺷﻦ .ﭘﻮرت اد+ﻼ+ﺪ اﯾﻨﻔVﻠﺪ
 e+از fﻼﻧgX8ﻦ ﺟﻤﻌﯿ ;8رە ﮐﻪ دە زhﻮن ﻏ Xjاﻧkﻠ _lﺗﻮرە ﻣﻮﮔ < j
 nو  e+از fﻼﻧgX8ﻦ ﺟﻤﻌVﺖ ﺑﻮ) pاﺻ (sاد+ﻼ+ﺪ رە دە ﺧﻮد ﺧﻮ ﺟﺎی
د+ﺪە.
}
ای ﭘﺮوژە ﺗﺤﻘ w8Vﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﺸﺎﻫﺪە ﮐVﺪو دە ﻣﺤﻞ و ﻣﺼﺎﺣ{ﻪ ﮐVﺪو ﻗﺪ )ﺎﺷﻨﺪە ﻫﺎی ﻫﺰارە و ﻏ Xjﻫﺰارە ﺷﺪە .ای راﭘﻮر ﻣﻮﻓﺎﻣﻪ ﮐﻪ زﻧﺪ|
ﮐVﺪو و ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻮ دە +ﮏ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻓﻘﻂ دە ﻓﺎ+ﺪە رﺳ€ﻨﺪو< 7اﻗﺘﺼﺎدی ﺗﻮﺳﻂ ﻣ~ﺎﺟgÅﻦ دە اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت ﻣﺤﻞ ﻣﺤﺪود ﻧﻤﻮﺷﻪ )ﻠƒﻪ
}
<„وری اﺳﺘﻪ ﮐﻪ `…ﮐﺖ ﮐVﺪو و ﻫﻤ]ﺎری اﻗﺘﺼﺎدی ،ﻓﺮﻫﻨ eو اﺟﺘﻤﺎ† ازوﻧﺎ ﻫﻢ د+ﺪە ﺷﻮﻧﻪ.
ﭼﻨﺪﯾﻦ ﻣﻮﺿHع ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ازی راﭘﻮ ر اﺳﺘﻪ :اول ،اﻓﺮاد از راە ﻫﺎی روزﻣﺮە و راە ﻫﺎی ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪە دە ﺻﻮ رت ﻋﻤﻮم دە اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﺤﻞ ﺧﻮ
ﻣﺸﺎ ﮐرﺖ ﻣﻮﻧﻦ و ﺳ~ﻢ ﻣVﮕﺮن .زgﺎدﺗgÅﻦ ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻮ و `…اçﺖ از راە ﻫﺎی روزﻣﺮە و دە ﺧﺎﻣﻮ̀ Žﺻﻮرت ﻣVﮕﺮە) .ﻌ< èاﻓﺮاد دە راە
ﻫﺎی ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪە دە ﻋﻤﻮم ﻫﻢ از د+ﮕﺮو ﮐVﺪە ﻧﻤﺎ+ﺎن ﺗﺮ ﻣﻮﺷﻦ .ﻣﻮ اﺳﺘﺪﻻل ﻣﻮ< 7ﮐﻪ ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ و ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻮ< 7ﻣﺮدم دا رای ﺳﺎ)ﻘﻪ
ﻣ~ﺎﺟﺮت ﻫﻢ )ﺎ+ﺪ ا pرﻗﻢ ارزgﺎ 7Zﺷﻮﻧﻪ+ ،ﻌ<; ﻫﻢ ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ و ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻮن روزﻣﺮە و ﻫﻢ ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻮ و ﻣﺸﺎرﮐ ;8ﮐﻪ )ﻠﺪە ﺗﻤﺎم ﻧﻤﺎ+ﺎن
)ﺎﺷﻪ دە ﻧﻈﺮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷ€ﻨﻪ .دوم ،اﻓﺮاد و ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﻫﺎ’ 7اﺳﺘﻪ )ﻫﻢ از اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت ﻣ~ﺎﺟgÅﻦ و ﻫﻢ از ﻣﺮدم ﻣﺤﻞ( ﮐﻪ ﻣﯿ“ﯿﻨﻪ اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت
 .nای اﻓﺮاد )ﺎ+ﺪ •ﺸgHﻖ ﺷﯿ < <
ﮔﻮﻧﺎ”ﻮن رە +ﮏ ﻗﺪ د+ﮕﻪ ̀ Žوﺻﻞ ﮐﯿ < <
 nو ازوﻧﺎ ﺣﻤﺎ+ﺖ ﺷ€ﻨﻪ.
 nﺗﺎ دە اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎ 78ﮐﻪ دە اوﻧ šZزﻧﺪ}| ﻣﻮﻧﻦ ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ ﮐﯿ < <
ﺳﻮم ،ﻣﺮدم دارای ﺳﺎ)ﻘﻪ ﻣ~ﺎﺟﺮت ﻗﺪ ﺗﻮاﻧﺎ 7ﻫﺎ ،دا–ﺶ و ﺗﺠVhÅﺎت ﺧﻮ َﻣ َ< j
.n
’
<
ﻣﻮ اﺳﺘﺪﻻل ﻣﻮ< 7ﮐﻪ )ﻠﺪە درک ﮐVﺪون ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ و ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔXjی ﻣﺮدم دارای ﺳﺎ)ﻘﻪ ﻣ~ﺎﺟﺮت دە اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت ﻣﺤﻞ „وری اﺳﺘﻪ ﮐﻪ +ﮏ
ﻃﺮز ﻓﮑﺮی ﮐﻪ دە اﺳﺎس ﺗﻮاﻧﺎ’) 7ﺎﺷﻪ دە ﭘlﺶ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷ€ﻨﻪ .ﭼﺎ رم ،ﻣﺸ]ﻼ 78ﻫﻢ دە … راە ﻣﺮدم دارای ﺳﺎ)ﻘﻪ ﻣ~ﺎﺟﺮت ﮐﻪ ﻣVﺨﺎﯾﻨﺪ
ﻫﻢ اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت ﺧﻮدﮔﻮن ﺧﻮ رە ﺗﻘgHﻪ و ﺣﻤﺎ+ﺖ ﮐVﺪە دە رﺷﺪ ازو ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ ﮐﯿ < <
 nو دە ﻋ < j
 nزﻣﺎن دە اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﺎت ﻣﺤ) sو ﻣ (sﮐﻪ دە
اوﻧ šZزﻧﺪ}| ﻣﻮﻧﻦ ﻫﻢ ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ دŸﺸﺘﻪ و او رە ﺗﻘgHﻪ و ﺣﻤﺎ+ﺖ ﮐﯿ < <
 nوﺟﻮد دﯾﺮە.
 nو ﻧﻪ اوﻧﺎ ﻫﻤlﺸﻪ ﭘﻨﺎﻫﻨﺪە اﺳ < 8
ﻣﺮدم دا رای ﺳﺎ)ﻘﻪ ﻣ~ﺎﺟﺮت ﻫﻤlﺸﻪ ﻗhÅﺎ<ِ 7ﻧ َ< j
 .nﻫﺰا رە ﻫﺎی ﺷﺎﻣﻞ دە ای راﭘﻮ ر –ﺸﺎن ﻣVﺪﯾﻦ ﮐﻪ اوﻧﺎ
ﺧﻮاﻫﺶ دﯾﺮن ﮐﻪ از ﺑﺮﭼﺴﺐ +ﺎ ﺗﺎ£ﻪ ﭘﻨﺎﻫﻨﺪە +ﺎ ﻗhÅﺎ< 7دورﺗﺮ ﺑﻮرن .اوﻧﺎ ﻫﺰارە اﺳ < 8
 nﻣﮕﺮ اوﻧﺎ دە ﻋﻨﻮان اﺳX8اﻟVﺎ’ 7اﻋﻀﺎی ﺟﺎﻣﻌﻪ
اﺳX8اﻟVﺎ اﺳ < 8
 nﮐﻪ ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ ﻣﺜ{ﺖ دە ﺟﺎﻣﻌﻪ دﯾﺮن .ﺗﻮاﻧﺎ’ 7ﻫgHﺖ +ﺎ ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺖ ﺧﻮد ازوﻧﺎ و ﭘﯿﻮﻧﺪﻫﺎی ﻫﻢ ﻗﻮ pازوﻧﺎ ﻓﺮﺻﺖ ﺷﻨﺎﺧﺖ،
ﺗﻌﻠﻖ ،ﻣﺸﺎرﮐﺖ ،ارﺗ{ﺎﻃﺎت و ﺳ~ﻢ ﮔXjی زgﺎدﺗﺮ ازوﻧﺎ رە دە اﺟﺘﻤﺎع ﻣﺤﻞ ̀ Žو ﻗﺪ اﺟﺘﻤﺎع fﻼن اﺳX8اﻟVﺎ ﻓﺮاﻫﻢ ﻣﻮﻧﻪ.
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2. Background: Port Adelaide
and the Hazara diaspora
Historical background of Port Adelaide Enfield
Port Adelaide was of great importance to the new South Australian colony, as the port
played a key role in trade and served as the entry point for new settlers. In 1836 the first
migrant ships from England started their journey to South Australia, and in November
the first settlers reached Holdfast Bay (State Library of South Australia 2020a). On 31
December 1836 William Light, the Surveyor General, confirmed the site of Adelaide
and the Port Creek as the site for the harbour (State Library of South Australia 2020a).
With shipping as the main form of transportation for many decades, Port Adelaide
was a lifeline for the South Australian colony (Samuels 1987). The port became a hub
for shipping, industry and transportation, and served as the main entrance point for
immigrants and supplies, with mining and agricultural products as the main exports
(Department for Environment and Heritage 2020).
Most of South Australia’s earliest villages were situated along the River Torrens, including
Klemzig, Walkerville, Hindmarsh, Bowden and Thebarton (Lamshed 1972). Land grants
for Prospect, named after the ‘beautiful prospect’ of the area, and for Fitzroy and
Medindie Gardens were first offered in 1838 and 1839, two years after the proclamation
of the Province of South Australia (City of Prospect 2020). The suburb of Blair Athol
was created in 1915, situated on sections 354 and 355 of the ‘Hundreds of Yatala’ (State
Library of South Australia 2020b).
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In 1996, the Port Adelaide City Council merged with the Enfield City Council; prior to
that, the council area included Rosewater, Ottoway, Alberton, Queenstown, Portland,
Ethelton, Glanville, Birkenhead, Peterhead, Exeter, Largs, Semaphore, Osborne, Taperoo,
North Haven and Outer Harbour (Couper-Smartt 2003).
Migration from various nations played an essential role in the new South Australian
colony since the arrival of the first settlers. Australia was a country of immigrants for
most of the nineteenth century and even by 1901, most of the population had been
born overseas, mostly in the British Isles (Couper-Smartt 2003). Migrants arrived on
assisted passages or for free, paid for by the South Australian government or via private
sponsorship schemes (Couper-Smartt 2003). Added to the numbers of those who
arrived as ‘regular’ migrants were those, both British and non-British, who jumped ship
in Port Adelaide (Couper-Smartt 2003).
Three of the most important non-British immigrant groups for South Australia were
the Germans, Chinese and Afghans. Most important for this report are the Afghans,
who first arrived in South Australian in 1865; in the outback, the ‘Afghan cameleers’
found employment in the transportation of goods (Scriver 2004; State Library of South
Australia 2020a).
In 1890, Afghans built Australia’s first permanent mosque in Adelaide’s Little Gilbert
Street (State Library of South Australia 2020a). Following Federation and the passing
of the Immigration Restriction Act in 1901, the Afghans, together with Aboriginal
Australians and other ‘aliens’, were denied citizenship and experienced discrimination
and marginalisation (Scriver 2004). At the time of the First World War, the camels of the
Afghan cameleers were replaced with motorised vehicles which meant that ‘there was
little place or purpose remaining for these strange animals and the cultural differences
of their nomadic handlers within the increasingly settled geography and the closing
social space of the new nation’ (Scriver 2004, p. 32).
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The arrival of significant number of migrants after World War Two still included people
from the British Isles as the largest ethnic group but other migrants came from Italy,
Greece, Yugoslavia, Poland, the Netherlands and the Baltic States, bringing with them
their cuisines and festivals (Couper-Smartt 2003). Today, the population of the City of
Port Adelaide Enfield is one of the most culturally diverse in South Australia (City of Port
Adelaide Enfield 2020). The council is a Refugee Welcome Zone (City of Port Adelaide
Enfield 2020).

The Hazara community: Afghanistan and diaspora
The Hazara Afghans are one of the migrant communities that have settled in the Port
Adelaide Enfield Council area over the last two decades. The Hazara are one of the
three largest ethnic groups within Afghanistan: the Pashtuns (42 per cent), the Tajiks (25
to 30 per cent) and the Hazara (10 per cent) (Saikal 2012). The Hazara are distinguished
by their physical appearance, dialect, territory, religion and social status (Harpviken,
cited in Ibrahimi 2012, p. 2). The Hazara are of Mongolian descent (Saikal 2012) and their
Central Asian features typically include a ‘relatively flat nose, broader face and narrower
eyes’ (Ibrahimi 2012, p. 2) which makes them easily distinguishable from other Afghan
ethnic groups (Maley 2009). In the present day, the majority of the Hazara are from the
Shi’a branch of Islam. A smaller number of Hazara, together with about 80 per cent
of Afghanistan’s population, follow Sunni Islam (Saikal 2012). The Hazara’s traditional
land is the Hazarajat in central Afghanistan, where the Taliban destroyed the statues
of Buddha in Bamiyan province in 2001 (Saikal 2012). The Hazara speak Hazaragi, a
dialect of Farsi (similar to the language spoken in Iran) with Turko-Mongolic vocabulary
(Ibrahimi 2012).
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Over the last two centuries, the Hazara have experienced frequent persecution,
marginalisation and disadvantage. During the 1890–93 war, fought by Pashtun Sunni
ruler Amir Abdur Rahman Khan, the Hazarajat was brought under the administrative and
political control of the Afghan state to achieve a unified Afghanistan (Ibrahimi 2012).
The war led to what Ibrahimi (2017, p. 54) describes as ‘the most significant example of
genocide in the modern history of Afghanistan’. At the end of the war, Hazara territories
were given to the dominant and majority Pashtun ethnic group as a reward for their
participation in the war, a process that was accompanied by the expulsion of about
400,000 Hazara from the land between 1893 and 1904; others were enslaved (Ibrahimi
2012). Significant numbers of Hazara fled to Iran and Pakistan, following earlier Hazara
migrations to these two countries from the eighteenth century onwards (Ibrahimi 2012).
Ibrahimi (2012, p. 4) describes this war as ‘a central theme of the Hazaras’ collective
memory and self-consciousness’.
A second significant period of persecution of the Hazara occurred under the Taliban
regime from 1996 to 2001. Maley (2001, p. 356) describes the Hazara as the ‘main losers’
under the Taliban, and Hazara estimates suggest that the Taliban killed up to 15,000
Hazara (Neighbour 2011). The persecution of the Hazara under the Taliban regime
‘caused the largest exodus of Hazara refugees around [the] world’ (Ibrahimi 2017, p.
207).
Afghan refugees have continued to constitute a significant refugee population since
the 1980s, and in 2018 they were the second largest group by country of origin at 2.7
million (UNHCR 2019). Afghans have fled to Iran and Pakistan in significant numbers
but their situation in these countries remains precarious. In 2018, close to 90 per cent
of Afghan refugees were hosted in Pakistan (1,403,500) and the Islamic Republic of
Iran (951,100). In 2018, significant numbers were hosted also in Germany (126,000),
Austria (33,100), Sweden (28,200), France (18,500), Italy (16,900), Switzerland (12,300)
and Australia (11,900) (UNHCR 2019). Afghan refugees can also be found in the United
States, Canada, New Zealand, Russia, Central Asia and India (Schmeidl & Maley 2016).
One of the largest Hazara diaspora communities is in Australia, and the 2016 census
recorded 15,865 Hazaragi speakers (Department of Home Affairs 2018). The 2016 Census
identified 46,800 people in Australia who were born in Afghanistan (ABS 2018).
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Afghan-born population in Port Adelaide Enfield LGA: Census data
2006, 2011 and 2016
The following draws data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics’ (ABS) Census of
Population and Housing from 2006, 2011 and 2016 to provide further insight into the
Hazara community in Port Adelaide Enfield. It must be noted that the ABS census data
captures the broader category of ‘Afghan-born’ persons, which does not allow for a
narrower focus on the Hazara community. Not all Afghan-born persons identify as
ethnic Hazara, although the data indicate that the Hazara make up a significant majority
of Afghan-born persons (see for example Table 3) and therefore, while not perfect, the
data do provide a good snapshot of the Hazara community in the Port Adelaide Enfield
LGA. The focus is on the Enfield and Blair Athol statistical area level 2 (SA2) within the
Port Adelaide Enfield LGA, where most of the participants for this project resided (see
map below).
According to the last census, there were 6313 Afghan-born people living in South
Australia in 2016, and out of those, nearly one third (1885) resided in the Port Adelaide
Enfield LGA (Table 1). Between 2006 and 2016 the number of Afghan-born people
living in this area more than tripled. Table 1, which compares data on the Afghan-born
population across the top 10 South Australian LGAs from 2006 to 2016, consistently
shows Port Adelaide Enfield having a significant proportion of Afghan-born migrants
as residents. However, in this period they also spread more widely to other LGAs such
as Salisbury, Playford and Charles Sturt, which reported increasing numbers of Afghanborn in their respective areas (especially Salisbury which overtook Port Adelaide Enfield
with the largest numbers in 2016). The regional LGA of Renmark, while ranked in the
top 10 LGAs in 2006 for the number of Afghan-born living there, dropped out of the top
10 in 2011. The data also indicate that Naracoorte and Tatiara LGAs seem to have had
sustained growth of Afghan-born migrants in 2011 to 2016.
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Table 1: Top 10 LGAs in South Australia with Afghan-born persons, 2006, 2011 and 2016
2006

Afghan-born
persons

Port Adelaide Enfield

509

West Torrens

177

Charles Sturt

171

Salisbury

137

Renmark Paringa

65

Prospect

59

Campbelltown

40

Marion

40

Tea Tree Gully

32

Murray Bridge

30

Total

1390

2011
Port Adelaide Enfield

950

Salisbury

913

Playford

341

Charles Sturt

208

West Torrens

188

Naracoorte and Lucindale

125

Renmark Paringa

89

Tea Tree Gully

77

Marion

71

Norwood Payneham St Peters

45

Total

3288

2016
Salisbury

2252

Port Adelaide Enfield

1885

Playford

764

Charles Sturt

240

Naracoorte and Lucindale

221

Marion

164

West Torrens

140

Prospect

126

Tatiara

89

Tea Tree Gully

86

Total

6313
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Table 2: Afghan-born persons living in Enfield-Blair Athol (SA2) as a proportion of Port
Adelaide Enfield LGA

Enfield-Blair Athol
SA2
Port Adelaide Enfield
LGA

2006

2011

2016

335 (65.8%)

675 (71.1%)

1484
(78.7%)

509

950

1885

It is notable that most Afghan-born persons within the Port Adelaide Enfield LGA are
drawn to the Enfield-Blair Athol area. This momentum has increased, with two thirds
of all Afghan-born persons (65.8%) in this LGA residing in Enfield-Blair Athol in 2006,
increasing to 78.75 per cent in 2016. Within a decade, Enfield-Blair Athol had a 343 per
cent increase (n = 1149) of Afghan-born persons. According to 2016 Census data, there
were 1484 Afghan-born persons living in the Enfield-Blair Athol area (Table 2).
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The majority of the Afghan-born population in Enfield-Blair Athol identified as ‘Afghan’
(60.2%) followed by 31.1 per cent who identified as ‘Hazara’, as shown in Table 3 below.
Table 3: First ancestry of Afghan born in Enfield-Blair Athol
Enfield-Blair Athol

Afghan born
(n)

Afghan born
(%)

Afghan

894

60.2

Hazara

461

31.1

English

42

2.8

Australian

36

2.4

Not stated

21

1.4

Pathan

8

0.5

Inadequately described

6

0.4

Iranian

4

0.3

Tajik

4

0.3

Mongolian

3

0.2

1484

100

Total

Concluding comments
While migration from various nations has played a key role from the early days of
white settlement, it is clear that this has been accompanied by the exclusion of those
perceived as ‘other’, evident in the treatment of Aboriginal Australians and the Afghan
cameleers. Over the two previous decades, the Hazara have been one of the more
recent migrant communities who have settled in Port Adelaide Enfield. The experiences
of persecution of the Hazara in Afghanistan and the precarious nature of their lives in
Pakistan and Iran means that settlement in Port Adelaide Enfield provides the Hazara
with the opportunity to build new lives for their families and community.
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3. Community support
organisations and the
building of social capital
Within the context of expanded global mobility leading to increasingly diverse and
multidimensional communities, there is growing research interest in the ‘everyday’
and local experiences of migrants. This section examines some of our key findings
related to civic and community life by focusing on the role of community organisations
in supporting the resettlement experiences of new arrivals, which often leads to future
volunteering and further building of community social capital.
The Hazara community members we interviewed all shared a motivation to build a
new life, to find work and become self-reliant, and to give back to their communities.
However, the initial resettlement period was often challenging, with many experiencing
social isolation due to significant language barriers and limited social networks and work
experience. Community organisations in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area play a
vital role in building social and community infrastructure to support the settlement
of many migrants, including refugees. These organisations connect communities to
wider society and services, providing spaces of belonging and safety, and providing
culturally and linguistically appropriate services and language support, which is critical
to navigating the settlement process. Our research indicates that these organisations
help in two ways:
1. Translating and filtering knowledge around Australian culture(s) and
government systems for new arrival communities. Consequently, they play a
critical though potentially under-acknowledged role in the government (local,
state and national) social inclusion and resettlement agenda.
2. Providing access to knowledge and expertise from cultural and linguistic
specific communities who have accessed and benefitted from the support
provided by the organisation in the past. People who are recipients of these
services often go on to volunteer their time, sharing their knowledge and
experience with new arrivals and thereby developing a self-renewing system of
support.
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The community organisations we engaged with provide this support in various
ways, including assistance in navigating government income support, assistance
with accommodation and financial literacy, English language programs, healthcare
information, visa and family reunion legal support, and childcare services. In addition,
these organisations offer security, companionship and belonging where individuals
can connect with a supportive community to help address some of the impacts on
their mental and physical health that their circumstances can bring. Some of the
organisations described that they often perform the role of a ‘problem-solving agency’,
which means they most frequently deal with the challenges associated with settlement.
For example, the community organisations provide a safe and confidential space to
discuss issues associated with work exploitation or conflict with other members of the
community.

Community centres and volunteerism
The community members we interviewed who accessed the community centres
described their services as some of the most important supports for them when they
first arrived. The centres provided language support and social networking, and built
their confidence to interact beyond their immediate family and community contexts.
One interviewee described how the community centre(s) became a vital part of his
settlement experience because for a long time his only networks were non-Hazara
people who worked at the community organisation as well as his schoolteachers.
Another interviewee described how integral the space of the community centre was in
her memories of childhood, as a new arrival to Adelaide:
I would say there was actually a huge chunk of my childhood that we
would go with mum to these [language] classes [at the community
centre]. I think she would learn English or sewing – but then they also
had an area for little kids to play just so the women didn’t have to stay
home with the other kids. So we would always go there and there was
this one…and she would look after us and I loved her and I wanted to go
just to see her. So there were just people like that that probably didn’t
think they were playing such a big role – they were … That sort of stuff is
great, because that also allows the women to get away from just being a
housewife as well. And my mum loved sewing and when [she] was home
with us she never got the chance to, so it just gave her that opportunity.
(Afsana2, aged in her early 20s)
2 All quoted names of participants in the report are pseudonyms except in an occasional instance where permission
was given to use the real name.
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Those who benefited from these services often went on to volunteer their time as
interpreters and translators for other community members. One interviewee said she
enjoys volunteering because she feels she can identify with similar challenges as newer
arrivals and is therefore able to apply knowledge and skills from her experiences to
help others overcome the challenges associated with resettlement. This interviewee
provided the example of when she needed to go to the doctor about a women’s health
issue early in her resettlement but could not communicate with the doctor. She was
allocated an interpreter to visit the doctor again, but the interpreter was male, and
she felt unable to speak about the issue she was having. Through her volunteer role,
she wants to ensure that other women do not face similar issues. The community
organisation valued and drew on her cultural knowledge to shape the support they
offer.
I think that [volunteering is] one way of getting out of your comfort zone
and actually, for me, that has been a way of making more friends and
being able to sort of engage with the community and improve, in terms of
finding jobs, employment, education. So engaging with your community
means improving every day … (Mehran, aged in his 20s)
Interviewees described that the combination of housing support, employment and
engagement opportunities (like volunteering and then, with that experience, paid
interpreting positions with other organisations) enabled them to develop a sense
of belonging in their local community. However, finding appropriate employment
continued to be a challenge and interviewees experienced labour market discrimination:
Previously I’ve been thinking of changing my name, so that they can’t
discriminate against me … Every day I was applying for more than 10 job
online, for very low-skilled jobs … for factories. But still I wasn’t receiving
anything back. I was guessing that it might have something to do with my
name. Maybe they don’t like Muslims … It’s not something very comfortable.
It’s not something good to think about; not getting a job based on your
name or your ethnic background. It should be all about skills, not where
you’re from. (Mehran)
Systemic discrimination in the mainstream job market means many have no choice but
to take on insecure and underpaid work. These findings highlight the continual need
to examine the disadvantages and inequalities that complicate the idea of coming
together as a ‘community’. Hazara interviewees described that they felt a strong sense
of belonging in particular places (like school or their local community organisation or
mosque), while also feeling ‘out of place’ in others (like the local employment market).
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Temporal dynamics of resettlement: Building and expanding
networks
Many of the longer-term residents and support workers within community organisations
(both Hazara and non-Hazara) suggested that there is a tendency for the Hazara
community to live in a ‘bubble’ and not interact outside the Hazara community.
For example, one Hazara interviewee described how difficult it was for community
organisations to bring non-Hazara and Hazara community members together through
their programs:
I see so many issues or even like support groups – but they still don’t hit
the nail on the head … Like we did this thing called the Afghani Social
Club, and we would get everyone to come to these weekly sessions
and we would teach them English, but we also gave the extra space
to communicate, socialise, that sort of thing. The community centre
manager, I guess, or the person in charge, they were always saying like,
we need them to really integrate and like, really get along with the other
women in the community centre as well – not just amongst themselves.
Like, no matter how hard we tried to explain it to them or we tried to get
them more involved…even if it’s not run by us – even if a community
centre runs similar sessions those women will go – they will learn English,
but the integration doesn’t really happen. They just go to learn English
and they just go back home and stick to their own. (Afsana)
However, there was contestation about whether the lack of interaction amongst
diverse community members was necessarily detrimental to developing a sense of
belonging. Drawing on the experiences of Hazara interviewees who were connected to
a community centre, a member of their own community or a local service provider was
most frequently the principal starting point for building their networks. Later in their
resettlement journeys they often acted as connectors for others within their community.
This highlights the importance of existing capacities and knowledge within their own
community, and that support is not only offered by external settlement services or
Australian-born community members.
One Hazara participant suggested that part of the hesitance to interact beyond their
community may be the fear of losing their sense of identity in the process of learning a
new culture, and this finding was common throughout this research.
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I don’t want to use the word integrate, but how do we integrate in a way
we feel that we belong – we can get along with everyone. We don’t lose
our own identity – who we are and where we come from, our people – all
of that because it’s so dear – it’s so special. They don’t want to let that
go and I guess there’s that fear – that trust – that lack of trust – that if I
do enter this space what’s going to happen to that part of me here. I think
that’s the real big question. (Afsana)
Voluntary separation from the broader/more established community groups in the
initial stages of settlement may provide newer arrivals with a more confident sense of
their own identity.

Conclusion
Community organisations and those who engage with their services as recipients and
support workers provide a critical bridge between migrant groups and service providers.
Community organisations can play an important role in supporting the resettlement of
new arrivals when they:
1. facilitate social connections and opportunities for community involvement;
2. provide opportunities to learn about and connect people with local systems,
cultural knowledge and support services; and
3. offer programs to support language acquisition and preparedness for further
education and employment.
Additional benefits arise when those who have previously accessed the support provided
by the community organisation give back by volunteering their time and sharing their
knowledge/experience, thereby strengthening community social capital. This has
multiple benefits and flow-on effects: it further fosters a sense of belonging and selffulfilment for the volunteer; provides opportunities to further develop their leadership
and communication skills; enhances the provision of culturally appropriate services,
with volunteers acting as a bridge between those needing support and the support
services themselves; and finally, provides often unacknowledged skills development
and savings to wider society. Community organisations therefore complement and
support formalised government support programs.
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Key Findings
•

•

•

Further research is needed on the role and extent of volunteering amongst
refugee communities, examining the motivations, benefits and challenges.
Consideration of how to better understand, recognise and support these
contributions in wider society is also needed.
Governments should continue to invest in programs that develop the leadership
skills of emerging community leaders to assist in providing links between people
and services.
Community organisations should continue to acknowledge the diversity of
Hazara interests, developing strategies that support diverse community needs
(e.g. providing for gender-specific services/support).
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4. Sport creating a sense of
belonging and connection
In this case study we have identified the ways in which sport has supported the
settlement of the Hazara in the local community, and also the ways in which this has
benefited the broader community. A common refrain articulated by many Hazara
participants was their desire to ‘give back’ to the community. The following describes
our findings in relation to sport, drawing on both individual experiences and those of
particular organisations that Hazara have started.

Giving back to the community
Hussain’s story is one example of a refugee benefiting from and contributing through
sport. Hussain, aged in his late 20s, presently works in the Port Adelaide-Enfield area
but grew up in Adelaide’s northern suburbs. Hussain came to Australia in the early
2000s as a fourteen-year-old together with his mother and five brothers and sisters.
Hussain spoke of the importance of sport in his settlement experience in Australia.
It was through sport in high school that Hussain was able to make friends with nonHazara students. After high school Hussain and two Hazara friends went on to play
cricket for a local, and then a district, cricket team.
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Hussain gained some initial employment with the South Australian Cricket Association
(SACA) and in that capacity promoted cricket more broadly in primary schools. As a SACA
multicultural ambassador Hussain developed a successful cricket tournament involving
diverse community groups. Hussain now works for a local Member of Parliament. It is
an opportunity, Hussain said, to ‘give back to the community’ in lots of different ways
including promoting business sponsorship of local sport in the community. Hussain is
one example of how Hazara have engaged with both school and broader community
sports. His story also reflects the everyday ways that many in the broader community
support the Hazara community through providing opportunities for sports participation.
As well as helping the teams Hussain played in, these were opportunities for Hussain
to build relationships into the broader community while maintaining strong links to the
Hazara community.
The Ghan Kilburn City Football [Soccer] Club (GKCFC) is an example of the importance
of sport in the Hazara settlement experience in Port Adelaide Enfield. The GKCFC was
founded in 2002 by Rahim Shah Zahidi, also the owner of the nearby Ghan Kebab House
restaurant, and is co-located and shares facilities with the Kilburn Football and Cricket
Club. The GKCFC now has six senior and junior teams including a team playing in the
women’s competition. Their top side now plays in the South Australian Amateur League
Division 1, having started from the bottom division, and recently won the Sunday League
competition and the ‘Champion of Champions’ final against the winner of the Saturday
competition.
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For Rahim, sport brings people together. He sees the GKCFC and the shared sports
facilities with the Kilburn Football and Cricket Club as a cultural hub that brings
people together from a variety of cultural and national backgrounds: ‘We see [Kilburn
FC] as a cultural place for us and it’s a good example of how people from different
cultures can come together’ (Rahim, quoted in Bassano 2019). While the majority of
players in GKCFC are from the Hazara Afghan community there have been players who
represent a kaleidoscope of backgrounds including those originally hailing from Iran,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nepal, various countries in Africa, as well as the broader
Australian community.
Rahim mentioned that in the early days there were difficulties and tensions at times
with some of the opposition players and clubs. There is a temporal or time aspect to
becoming part of, belonging to and finding acceptance in local communities, especially
when it involves difference, be it language, culture, religion or something else. Rahim
commented:
But some people were not happy. Out of 100, perhaps one person was not
good, but 99 people love each other. Yes, in the games we’re fighting about
winning but after the games we shake hands and forget any conflict.
Rahim said that wherever he goes now he seems to know everyone, and they all greet
him in Kilburn-Blair Athol and wherever GKCFC teams play in Adelaide. Not long before
we talked together, Rahim said, GKCFC had been in a competition final in Regency Park
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where 2000–3000 people turned out to watch. He told us he felt as if he knew all
those who attended the final, whether they were there to support GKCFC or not:
Yeah. 100 per cent to 90 per cent I know [everyone] here and they know
me … and everyone I meet says: ‘Oh, how are you? Hi, how are you?’ …
There are multicultural people who come from everywhere, you start from
Gawler to West Beach, all these people come because they play or watch
the games and there’s lots of teams playing here. So this is a good thing,
and I think, oh [things have changed], 5–6 years before I didn’t know any
of these people. Now I [know] everyone, the coaches, community peoples,
… peoples, the old peoples. Lots of old peoples met me, they … know about
the sports, they meet me … that’s why I tell them sports is the thing [that
brings] … people together.
A number of Indigenous players (male and female) play for GKCFC. Rahim and his family
have been personally committed to supporting Indigenous participation in the soccer
club and he has gone out of his way to enable some disadvantaged young Indigenous
players to make it to training and matchday games. Rahim sees the GKCFC as an
important place to provide hope and opportunity for young people who face socioeconomic difficulties. It provides a social service for the community as an alternative to
drugs and alcohol. Some young people have spoken to Rahim of the temptations to go
‘the wrong way’ and shared that soccer and sports offer them another way.
While many of the Hazara Afghan community arrived in Australia through humanitarian
migrant pathways, an increasing number are permanent residents and Australian citizens.
However, there are still some who remain on temporary protection visas (TPVs) or safe
haven enterprise visas (SHEVs), or who are in the process of applying for one of these
visas (Bridging Visa E holders). Rahim believes that football provides an opportunity for
some Hazara to focus their minds on other things. The skills and experience of sport
are very transferable, and this has had a positive impact on the mental and physical
health of many Hazara facing precarious and uncertain circumstances.

Sport has the power to create a sense of belonging and connection
The ability of sport to creating a sense of belonging and connection has been evident
in the way that the GKCFC has grown and developed. This has strengthened the bonds,
solidarity and identity of the Hazara community in the Kilburn-Blair Athol area, but
also of the Hazara community across Australia. Rahim and the GKCFC have supported
Australia-wide Hazara-Australian soccer tournaments that bring together hundreds of
Hazara-Australian players, families and supporters. Rahim is not alone in this. Other
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Hazara, such as Yunus Noori and Mohammad Hamidi, have had important organising
roles in leadership development and in promoting Australia-wide sporting connections
among the Hazara, including their roles with Lutheran Community Care.
This broader national social network is key for newer migrant groups to remain
connected to the community they are familiar with, as well as to the newer national
community that they now call their own. Of course, these broader Australia-wide
connections are not limited to sport but promote financial, business, cultural, social
and religious connections that in turn impact upon the growth and development of
the local community that the Hazara are a part of, as well as the broader Australian
community.
For Rahim, sport and business also go together. The Ghan Kebab House restaurant,
which Rahim owns, has been a major supporter and sponsor of the GKCFC. The Ghan
Kebab House restaurant, which serves traditional Afghan and Central Asian food, has
become a popular eating destination in Adelaide, with people travelling from all over
the city to eat there. When visiting teams come to GKCFC home games they now have
the option to eat traditional Australian meat pies or succulent Afghani food! The giving
and receiving on the football field is complemented by the giving and receiving of food
on the sidelines after the game.
A key element in the development of GKCFC was the connection and relationship with
the Kilburn Football and Cricket Club and the shared use of the facilities. Over the years
there has been a significant demographic shift in the population make-up of the KilburnBlair Athol area, with many of the newer and often younger migrants not growing up
playing or understanding ‘Aussie rules’ (Australian rules football) very well, and an aging
population amongst those who would more typically participate in Aussie rules. Soccer,
as a world game, has universal appeal, as can be seen in the multicultural make-up of
GKCFC. But rather than seeing these different sporting codes as in competition with one
another, the Kilburn Football and Cricket Club approached Rahim and GKCFC to share
the grounds and facilities. This was mutually beneficial in several ways. Both clubs were
committed to supporting the disadvantaged and unemployed. Both needed the use of
the sporting facilities and help to maintain the financial viability of both clubs. Perhaps
above all, they both found ways for the Kilburn-Blair Athol community to come together
as a sporting community.
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Women in sport
For Rahim, sport has been a family affair, with his wife and children supporting both
the business and his sporting ventures. His daughters have also played junior soccer:
‘without the support of your family you can’t do anything. So my family supports my
sports and my business too, and my wife and daughter do it now,… they look after two
younger teams.’
Children’s sport, including female participation, is an essential aspect of community
life. It supports the growth, development and well-being of children but it is also an
important way that families engage with and participate in community life. The story of
Rahim’s daughters’ participation in junior soccer is a reflection of how Hazara families
have begun to engage with sport in the Kilburn-Blair Athol area.
Female participation is widening not only in community sports teams such as the GKCFC
but also across other sporting codes such as volleyball and martial arts. One of the
most noted examples is Muhammad Haidari who has been running the very successful
Haidari Martial Arts Academy teaching kung fu, dai fu and gymnastics. Muhammad
Haidari has trained several national and international medal winners in martial arts
competitions, including his own daughters.
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Multicultural AFL women’s sport
The Port Adelaide Enfield Council have been active supporters of the multicultural
life of the area. One of the ways that they do this has been through the promotion of
multicultural AFL sports events. The council wanted to engage with the multicultural
community, especially the women, and teamed up with the Adelaide Crows AFLW
(women’s) team to support this. The Hazara was one of the many community groups
that participated in this family sporting event.

And what you’re starting to see now, you’re starting to see men and women
are getting involved in local football, particularly women’s football. I think
there’s actually one AFL girl that still wears her … full [head] cover. And
there’s nothing wrong with that. I don’t think anyone bothers with that
stuff, it’s more about can they play and have the permission to play? So
I think a lot of courage needs to come from cultural groups, and … I think
mainstream society needs to adapt to other cultures rather than expect
cultures to adapt to them. (Port Adelaide-Enfield Council representative)
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Cultural sporting hubs or mainstream sports?
There have been intercultural challenges in integrating sports for the Hazara in the
community. A Port Adelaide Enfield Council representative indicated that, from their
perspective, there were still challenges in linking the Hazara in with the broader
community with sport. There appear to be a combination of religious and cultural
factors that limit either female participation in community sports events or who can
watch these events. However, there are also generational differences, with the younger
Hazara community members more open to participate and engage with people across
various cultural groups, while the older members were more hesitant.
when you look at a sporting side of things, unless of course you’re young
and you’ve been here for a few generations… those younger ones are
starting to connect in a little bit differently, though they still have a strong
cultural sense, and they fit back to their cultural space …one of the things
that I find difficult is, is when we’re going to go out and engage these
communities in whatever way it could be, the biggest question is, do we
engage the adults or do we engage the young people? And because the
adults are still coming with a strong culture versus the young people
who now starting to think differently… I think the young people are slowly
doing it differently or want to do it differently.
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Probably the greatest challenge in Hazara participation in sports is the tendency for
Hazara to join with and engage in sports with other Hazara rather joining in broader
community or mainstream sports clubs or organisations, whether that be cricket, soccer
or other sporting codes. The council representative referred to this tendency as a way
of remaining in a cultural ‘comfort space’ and likened it to similar tendencies in the
Indigenous community: ‘So it’s not mainstream, and so the biggest question is, how do
you engage people from any space and place particularly cultural groups or religious
groups to engage in mainstream, versus engaging in a comfort space?’
The council representative recognised and supported the need for different cultural
groups to have a strong sense of ‘self’, a cultural and community identity, but also
an equal need to find ways to bridge into what they referred to as the ‘mainstream’
community where all cultural groups come together. The following quotation highlights
the challenges and concerns for cultural groups, such as the Hazara, who wish to
maintain their cultural identity while also finding ways to engage and participate with
the broader community:
So, I’m not too sure, one of our tasks now is to work out how, how do
we make a Welcoming City and what does ‘welcoming’ mean? Is it just
because someone’s engaging and feel comfortable or is it because they’re
actually now becoming, OK, for an Aboriginal person, you’re at home,
your Aboriginal strength is there? But when you come into a mainstream
community, you’re a part of the mainstream community. So, you let go
of those connections and relations and things. And for the Hazara or
any other multicultural community, how do they do that? Stay strong
in their identity and their culture and how does that work? But when,
but knowing that on being able to walk in a different space and place,
how do you step into that? And … don’t lose your identity, but don’t be
maintained by your culture or your beliefs or your values because your
work has a different set of values.
This reflection suggests that individuals from cultural groups such as the Hazara are
most likely to participate in ‘mainstream’ sports teams when people are ‘new and
they’ve got a bit of coercion or they’re isolated from particular their own families or
their own kind’. In other words, the stronger the co-ethnic bond and opportunity to
link relationally into their community, the stronger the chance that sports participation
will be with co-ethnic members, although the council member did comment that they
have seen this tendency towards depending on largely co-ethnic sport participation
breaking down over time.
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Conclusion
The reflections in this chapter on the ways in which the Hazara have engaged in
the sporting life of the local community have shown the multifaceted nature of this
engagement. Training sportsmen and women, boys and girls, to gain national and
international recognition is noteworthy, deserving of public recognition and support.
They are the ‘stars’ as it were. But community sports participation is also about the
everyday ways in which individuals and families participate in sport. The Hazara, like
all members of the community, live, work and seek to be involved in the everyday life
of Kilburn-Blair Athol, and sports happens to be one way that this occurs. Most will not
be superstars, like most who live in the broader community. Some volunteer in sports
clubs and groups, like others in the broader community. Some do not, like others in the
broader community. But in small and bigger ways the Hazara are contributing to the
sporting and community life of Port Adelaide Enfield.

Key findings
•
•
•

•

•

Organised sport has the potential to bring people together, including those from
refugee backgrounds and Australia’s multicultural communities.
Sport and business entrepreneurship can be a successful partnership in refugee
sporting initiatives.
Sporting participation is a positive factor in addressing mental health issues
and offers alternative pathways to drugs and alcohol for refugee-background
migrants dealing with trauma.
Sport provides opportunities for strengthening belonging and connection
within the Hazara community (locally and nationally) as well as with the broader
community.
Local councils’ culturally sensitive efforts to work with members of refugee
communities support wider sport participation beyond a cultural group focus.
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5. Education empowering
Hazara women and mothers
Hazara in Port Adelaide (and beyond) engage in education in various ways, including
involvement in early childhood care, primary school, high school, and tertiary education.
This case study sheds light on the enabling conditions that allow a public space (such
as a community education centre) to make a difference in the lives of refugee women
who arrived with poor English language skills and little education. The findings in this
chapter highlight how refugee mothers are empowered and, in turn, contribute to their
families and community. It focuses on the transitioning experiences of Hazara women
becoming members of the Port Adelaide-Enfield community, and how individuals
can develop a sense of belonging locally and, more broadly, to the whole Australian
community.

Impact of the community education centre
Education, along with the development of language skills, ‘is critical to preparing
immigrants, and particularly their descendants to be more successful and more active
participants in society’ (Migration Policy Group 2010, cited in Department of Social
Services 2019, p. 32). These too are the aims of the non-Hazara people working in the
community education centre as they seek to reach out to refugee and migrant mothers
who enter their doors. The community education centre provides a safe haven to the
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refugee mothers and their children, supports the mothers in developing a sense of
belonging in Australia, and helps address the challenges associated with refugee
resettlement.
The chapter is composed of the narratives told by key actors involved in creating the
enabling conditions for the empowerment of Hazara refugee women: Beverley (a nonHazara community coordinator), Sameerah (a non-Hazara multicultural support worker)
and Fahima (a Hazara young mother). It foregrounds two key aspects: what is needed
for Hazara mothers in the immediate post-arrival years, and the enabling conditions
that support the orientation and integration of Hazara mothers and children in the local
community.

The case study of the community education centre
The community education centre works hand in hand with other social and health
services provided by the child and youth centre, playschool, kindy and childcare centre.
Many mothers enter the centre to access these services.
Beverley
When Beverley first became a coordinator, she noticed that some of the migrant
mothers from multicultural and refugee backgrounds struggled with dropping their
children off at the centre. The children would be crying for their mothers and showed
emotional distress due to their separation anxiety. So Beverley asked the mothers what
they would like to learn whenever they dropped their children off at the kindy, creche or
playschool, or brought their babies to the child and youth centre for an immunisation.
This initial effort gave Beverley a chance to get to know the mothers better. As Beverley
elaborated:
the women were the ones who are missing out engaging because of
the lack of English. And the men had done the TAFE courses … but [the
mothers] had the children, they had to get other priorities like cleaning
and taking care of children going.
Due to the language barrier, Beverley then approached a protestant church organisation
to ask for support. This was when Sameerah, a multicultural worker who was proficient
in multiple languages, came into the community education centre to support Beverley.
At the time we interviewed them, they had already been working closely for seven years.
At the start, Sameerah would run the English language class for the mothers while
Beverley would arrange for creche or childcare provisions for their children so that the
mothers could have an opportunity for time off from their children to attend the classes
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or socialise with other mothers. Over time, what started out as a language learning
group gradually and organically became more focused on building financial, health
and parenthood literacies for the women. Throughout the range of classes, Sameerah
would help the facilitator to interpret for the group of mothers. During these sessions,
some mothers would open up to discuss their struggles with the others. There were
others who would only reveal their problems to either Sameerah or Beverley when they
had a chance to be alone with them. Sameerah and Beverley then reached out to other
members of the community for more assistance with English language lessons, and
other health services, so that they could focus on providing more one-to-one support
for more mothers: ‘Maddy, who’s our volunteer, an older person … we’ll do a session on
English conversation … and get somebody [from SA Health] to talk to women about pap
smears … the process … and cervical cancer, etc.’ (Beverley).
Even though, over the years, many of the women who began the English language
classes with Sameerah and Beverley had moved on, the imprints that both Beverley
and Sameerah had left on the women were deep and lasting. As Beverley observed:
we have women lack a lot of confidence and to just see their kind of
change over time and their confidence … we have had a group … go onto
TAFE English classes … obviously the ability and the confidence to go
into TAFE is a whole different transition which then enables them to have
greater confidence in language and even, probably kind of Australian
cultural awareness to … go into finding employment of some kind beyond
the … women’s group … one woman in particular recently, comes back and
every now and then because she’s gone on to get work in the hospitality
area.
Beverley gave some key examples of how the lives of some women changed but it
took courage for the women to let Beverley and Sameerah support them to transition
through a difficult phase of their lives:
a lot of times those restrictions have been put on them by the men in
their culture which is really [why] this particular mum was restricted by
the husband with the financial… you know, financially abusing her. So
Sameerah would do a lot of work with her in terms of supporting that and
then, so yeah … she’s been able to go onto TAFE and now she’s actually
earning an income where she’s actually being able to have some money
for herself, which was something that wasn’t happening previously.
From this positive experience the women became more empowered to support fellow
mothers, as Beverley explained: ‘the women kind of come from this group and go into
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other groups like our community playgroup where their language is still not enough.’
Part of the deep and lasting impact on the Hazara mothers that Beverley talked about
was due to the work that Sameerah did. Here is her story.
Sameerah
As a Multicultural Support Coordinator, Sameerah worked at both the community
education centre and the primary school’s children’s centre located in the Port Adelaide
Enfield LGA. Even though Sameerah is a mother of four children, she expressed that
she was learning a lot more about children and the importance of parental influence,
specifically the mothers, on children’s developmental needs through her work at the
community education centre. For instance:
Q: Who has more influential power in helping the child to learn? Is it the
father, or the mother in the Hazara community?
A: I think it’s the mother because mums has close contact, or close
relationship with the children, because fathers are to work only at nighttime. The things they are learning – we say the things you are learning
from here – pass it onto your husband, and teach your husband, because
we are growing up in different country, different environment, different
rules … for me I think mums has – we have to empower the mothers and
also teach the mums how to work there with their children.
Because of her close contact with the mothers, Sameerah was the person the mothers
turned to for advice or support when they faced problems or, even worse, if they were
victims of domestic violence. Although such complex and difficult problems do take up
a lot of Sameerah’s time and energy at work, she was committed to supporting them,
for example by filling out forms and making doctor’s appointments, etc. Here, she gave
one example of how her day would be spent when there was a need crying out for her
attention:
Like last Friday one of my parents, she’s in domestic violent relationship.
She cried… and when she was a little bit relieved, she left. But yes,
sometimes it’s hard…because I’m working three days [and] I don’t have
more time to spend in here. But yeah, that’s all I can do. And yes, it’s really
busy when I’m here.
Sameerah’s work did not just stop there when she knew mothers needed urgent help in
their lives. So, Sameerah had to find fellow community members who could volunteer
to run some of the programs. In so doing, she would be spared the time to look into
the needs of individual mothers or children studying in the children’s centre (where she
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worked for two days a week) or the community education centre (where she worked for
three days a week). For instance, she engaged a Sri Lankan migrant mother (whose two
young children were attending the children’s centre/school) to help her with running
English language classes for the Afghan mothers. Sameerah also established some key
local connections with organisations which could help run workshops or talks or provide
professional/medical support to the mothers and children. Sameerah elaborated:
And also we run information session for them as well in here. Like this term
we had the women’s health sessions – two session with one of the lady
from SA Health. And also we had Raising Literacy Australia, the [women]
come here in nine months’ time then to receive a free pack books for their
children … And plus what they need, for example what kind of information
they need. Booking appointments for the doctors, filling employment
forms, calling for dentist … or contacted the real estate agent to request
a change for payment plan to prevent [single mothers] from financial
burden.
We can see from Sameerah’s example that in order to have a sustained impact on the
lives of refugee women and children it is not enough to be culturally responsive and
sensitive to their needs. It is also important to be intimately connected to the local
community, particularly because refugee women are reported to experience many
vulnerabilities. This drives Beverley and Sameerah to build a space of belonging for the
women and their children entering their community education centre. To highlight the
impact that Beverley and Sameerah have had on the women, here is a story of a young
Hazara mother, Fahima.
Fahima
Before Fahima, aged in her late 20s, joined the centre she was unable to communicate
in English. Over time, Fahima managed to get employment supporting other families
and children in a local school and in the community education centre. Although
Fahima was once part of the ‘uneducated’ women refugee statistics with very limited
English language skills, she is an exemplar of what can happen when women like her
are provided with a sense of belonging and acceptance in a community that respects
differences. The following is her story:
Fahima first arrived in Australia as a 15-year-old. She was the second child amongst
her four siblings. She had lived as a refugee in Iran for most of the 15 years and had
always wanted to come to Australia. However, her mother struggled to adjust to living
in Melbourne. They arrived in Adelaide a year later, but her mother was still struggling.
At the age of 19, Fahima got married and fell pregnant a year later. Fahima’s husband
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left her and she became a single young mother with little English or knowledge about
motherhood. Although she could rely on her mother and siblings, she knew that they
also had issues to deal with. So when she came across a pamphlet about the English
language classes held at the community education centre, she not only attended the
English classes but, with support from Beverley and Sameerah, she moved on to study
in a school (next to the centre) that provided young mothers an opportunity to prepare
and sit for the South Australian Certificate of Education.
For Fahima, apart from her own family, having a community of people whom she could
relate with became her source of strength to deal with the challenges she was facing as
a young single mother of Muslim faith. There were key non-Hazara people who became
part of her circle because they were there when she needed help, as Fahima explained:
Especially my GP and then [people at the community education centre],
they helped me with so many things like parenting courses, like the
community developer, that person was, her name is Beverley, she was
helping me a lot. Whenever I had question, I need help, she was there for
me and if she couldn’t [help] she would find someone else to help me…
and now all the people help me. Now I can work, and I can look after my
son.
Fahima was one of the young mothers that Beverley and Sameerah gave as an example
of someone who had been transformed over the years. Once the women began to
be able to communicate in English, they grew in confidence as learners and mothers.
Some went on to study at TAFE and could find employment to support themselves or
their families, some became more confident about being a mother and understanding
how to care for their children, and some were able to volunteer in interpreting at various
community centres or services within the Port Adelaide area. From the narratives, it
is clear that proficiency in the dominant language becomes the definitive resource
underpinning social participation and inclusion in local and home communities. Yet,
building proficiency in a language that is not one’s mother tongue does not just require
immersion in its everyday use; Fahima’s narrative shows it involves substantial and
conscious educational effort from both learner and education provider.

Conclusion
This study of an educative approach that respects diversity adopted an ecological
lens to look at the enabling conditions which promote opportunities for migrant and
refugee mothers and children to experience social inclusion and participation. This case
study of a respectful space between the home and the local community has offered
an account of how the educative work of a community education centre can empower
newly arrived migrant and refugee mothers.
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Key findings
•
•

•

•

Educating mothers is an essential component for strengthening refugee
education.
We need to recognise the distinctive needs of refugee mothers, their resilience
and strengths, and community partnerships to improve the educational
outcomes of their children in schools.
In order to create a community of enablers, mothers need an opportunity for full
membership in a community. Such a membership in the community is vital to
their own and their children’s well-being so that they are able to stand on their
own two feet. Developing this agency requires a community of enablers.
Mobility exposes refugee women to risks and insecurities. They are more
vulnerable than men. Women with no or little education prior to their move
to Australia, and little English to communicate with members of the host
community, continue to live in a state of limbo because of their fear of being
repatriated or being abandoned in a strange and foreign land. Some of the older
women rely on their children to help them navigate and adjust to a new life and
environment.
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6. Economic contributions of
the Hazara
That was a story that I could really think that it worth acknowledging.
(local non-Hazara resident)
The economic narrative of refugee settlement in Australia is driven by an economic
framework and is all about the contributions of economically independent citizens
(Samson 2015). The story of a highly entrepreneurial Hazara business community in
the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area is not only about that commonly used economic
narrative, but it is also a story of community assets, strengths, capacity building and
‘place activation’. It is a story about a complex landscape which includes Hazara civic
and political engagement, which has been created over the last 15 years.
The initial Hazara settlement in the early 2000s revitalised the central Port Adelaide
area and, in the words of one of our key informants from the local city council, Hazara
settlement and enterprise creation led towards ‘a place activation’. The effects of the
opening of Hazara-run businesses on the local community and its regeneration are
rather compelling. One local resident commented that the security had improved and
the whole local area had changed for the better: ‘as I said to you earlier, it was ‘Adelaide
Texas’ … but after that slowly, slowly it become a … very peaceful area’.
Currently, the Port Adelaide area can be characterised as a neighbourhood with a high
ethnic concentration of Hazara-owned businesses as well as an area of ethnic residential
concentration. The Hazara have managed to develop a well-diversified, compatible and
self-supported business system. Hazara businesses tend to concentrate in a variety of
enterprises such as bakeries, restaurants, carpet shops, serving their own or similar
(e.g., South Asian) ethnic market, with a substantial number of employees in those firms
being from the Hazara community. As such it may be defined as an ‘ethnic enclave
economy’, which has three characteristics: a substantial clustering of ethnic ﬁrms in
one location, unpaid family workers and a substantial number of employees being coethnic (Portes and Jensen 1987).
As Hazara tend to cluster in close geographic spaces, they have developed migrant
networks – systems of interpersonal relations through which participants can
exchange valuable resources and knowledge. Our field work further shows that Hazara
entrepreneurs use the network structure and are building local social capital through
the mutual provision of advice and through acting as physical centres for the exchange
of information. They capitalise on social interactions by transforming information into
tangible resources, thereby lowering the costs of migration. Some Hazara businesses
operate as ‘community centres’, and information points for members of the (co-ethnic)
community and deliver substantial public and social services without significant public
investment.
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Hazara businesses are increasingly getting involved in the building industry, heavily
relying on co-ethnic subcontractors. It has even been observed that ‘they are all
working, you know the majority of the, at the moment in South Australia of the building
works industries, are actually controlled, acquired by the Afghan Hazaras’ (local nonHazara participant). Moving from the ethnic enclave economy into an ethnic-controlled
economy, Hazara businesses clustered in the same industry (such as tiling, construction
and real estate) with strong market power can be expected in the future. That ability to
‘break out’ of the ethnic enclave economy and ethnic niche should be an integral part
of discussions of the future economic contribution of Hazara businesses. While Hazara
businesses initially clustered together, focusing exclusively on co-ethnic customers,
they are now reaching the stage of expanding either geographically (by moving their
businesses to inner city Adelaide), or by attracting more non-ethnic clientele. Moving
towards ‘open market’ businesses may lead to a wider customer base, expanding
Hazara entrepreneurship and building stronger ties with the broader society.
After more than a decade since the initial settlement, the Hazara ethnic enclave economy
has created a vibrant, (multi)cultural hub on Prospect Road. According to the non-Hazara
local stakeholders who reflected on the contribution of Hazara refugees, this area has
become a popular and rich food destination: ‘they brought the food and people now –
it becomes a destination’. The Hazara business community as part of the Prospect Road
destination could have a role in the further regeneration of the Port Adelaide Enfield
Council area and help shape the local multicultural (semi-)urban landscape and tourist
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industry. However, in the context of future development of the local cultural/ethnic
tourism precincts, it will be necessary to get Hazara and non-Hazara stakeholders to
engage in discussions around relevant cultural products and their authenticity, and
in general how to support and promote ‘Hazara Afghan theming’ as part of broader
multicultural planning and tourism development. Considering the demographics of the
Port Adelaide Enfield Council area, local government policies need to actively engage
the Hazara and other local ethnic groups in community consultations about the design
and future use of public spaces.
In order to facilitate proactive engagement with new Hazara businesses and finding
synergy with local businesses in the same sector, it may be necessary to actively
build new networks and establish mentoring and space for sharing experiences. Our
impression is that there is room for a stronger involvement of networking organisations/
connectors/brokers. It will be also important to acknowledge the heterogeneity of
Hazara refugee businesses, particularly the start-ups entering non-traditional niches.
New business sectors opening up for immigrant entrepreneurs exiting the ethnic
enclave economy are likely to be driven by high technology investments, and be more
capital intensive than businesses set up over the last ten years.
The local council is seen as one of the primary connectors, whose main purpose ‘as a
council to create strong communities and business is obviously a key part of that as
well’. Furthermore, in the words of a local council employee:
At what point do we come in as a touch point and what is it that we can
do?… What is it that we can do to remove a barrier or connect you to
someone that you can get on and do what you do best, which is your
business?
That willingness to jointly explore the needs of the local Hazara business community,
and perhaps co-design activities ‘to facilitate business growth and jobs’ would require
gaining and maintaining the trust of Hazara business community leaders.
The local Hazara businesses highly value their positive relations with and support they
receive from the local council. In the words of a successful local Hazara business owner:
we are engaged deeply with them with… at the city Council … very
closely… they’re friendly. As you said, he became one of my best friend,
best supporter. When I open the store I invited him to cut the ribbon and
he came. I think he was very busy on the time. He left everything behind.
He said, ‘I can’t miss this this thing’…and then all the time he came to me
and he said, ‘If you want this thing I can do that for you… and he comes for
shopping, even [when] he’s not living in that area. He comes especially to
my shop because he said, ‘I’m going to support you.’
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At the same time the local council values what Hazara businesses are doing: ‘from a
council perspective we value what they’re doing, you know’. A council representative
told us that they do not want a ‘bureaucratic’ approach, but instead ‘that’s where you
got to be, I think, really sensitive not only to business needs but also the cultural needs’.
While the local council is obviously constrained in the resources that they can allocate,
they see their main role as facilitators. They perceive that facilitation will be even more
important in the future (especially linking with the potential defence supply contracts).
With a clear facilitation/broker/connection narrative, identifying what Hazara business
community wants is high on the council’s agenda, as ‘the opportunities over the next
few years is starting to engage with that community more because we’ve actually got
something that we can ask their opinion’.

Conclusion
The framework of the ethnic enclave economy and entrepreneurial ecosystem offers
a highly credible framework for analysing refugee entrepreneurship, particularly in
the context of the historical development of the Hazara business community. The
local Hazara enclave economy assisted former refugees with settling in, entering the
labour market, which initially did not require the language or formal qualifications of
the host society, acquiring local customers, mobilising intra-group financial resources,
and overall decreasing the uncertainty and risk of running their own businesses. It also
lowered the cost of migration and made the adjustment to life in a new country easier,
mainly through financial and non-financial support from co-ethnic migrants, and
information exchange regarding employment opportunities, affordable housing and
available government assistance programs.
Economically, the primary justification for refugee enterprise development is to create
jobs, which will have positive multiplier effects, particularly in housing, local infrastructure
and services that serve the development of the community and generate social capital.
The impacts (spin-offs) of being an entrepreneur (for Hazara owner managers and their
employees) are not just on a personal level but are linked to sustainability and community
cohesion agendas. Hazara businesses perform important roles in developing the skills
of both owners and employees and in some cases provide physical centres for mutual
exchange of advice, information and mobilisation of financial resources.
The Hazara local entrepreneurial ecosystem can be viewed metaphorically as a coral
reef, which is self-sustained and organic, and was founded on community agency
rather than council or government involvement in the early stage of settlement. As
the local Hazara business community is currently diversifying into other industries, and
‘breaking out’ into wider markets and non-ethnic clientele, it is expected that they will
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start engaging even more with non-Hazara stakeholders at the local and state levels.
At that point, we see the need for network brokers and opening up the framework for
proactive engagement of new Hazara businesses by finding a synergy with mainstream
businesses in the same sector, actively building new networks with the Australian
business sector.

Key findings
We believe the following issues will be relevant for the future development of Prospect
Road as a cultural/ethnic tourism precinct, as well as for the anticipated diversification
and expansion of the local Hazara business community:
•

There is a need for multi-ethnic planning and creative local government policies
that actively engage local Hazara and non-Hazara stakeholders in community
consultations about the use of public spaces.

•

‘Hazara theming’ should be promoted as part of broader local tourism
development.

•

The Port Adelaide Enfield Council is a major connector with the Hazara
business community. It became clear during this research that there is a mutual
understanding and respect between the local council and the Hazara community,
which should be leveraged for future partnerships.

•

There is also room for other networking organisations/connectors/brokers to
step in and initiate communication and cooperation, particularly with regard to
addressing the issues of Australian business culture, quality and control, and
industrial relations (including training and apprenticeships, labour laws, and
occupational health and safety). This will be very important for the expanding
Hazara business community, and perhaps other emerging ethnic business
groups.

•

As Hazara diasporic business links are expected to strengthen in the future and
become more embedded in global networks, it will be sensible to engage with
the local Hazara business community, which can provide access to new markets,
finance and information. That co-operation can be initiated by mainstream
business associations, and state-based trade and commercial bodies.
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7. Report Conclusion
As stated in the introduction to this report, this research was focused on understanding
some of the ways that one refugee-background migrant community, the Hazara from
Afghanistan, contribute and impact the local community in which they live, the Port
Adelaide-Enfield area of Adelaide. The aim of the research was to provide evidencebased information to investigate how this has occurred through a holistic framework
that considered the social, cultural and economic aspects of community life. The
report recognises that the way an individual contributes or engages with a community
is multifaceted. This is not to say that we can easily separate the social, cultural and
economic into separate and distinct categories, as they overlap with each other, blurring
the lines between each category. Nevertheless, the social, cultural and economic
framework helps us to view community contributions beyond a mere economic lens.

Prior to arriving in Australia, the Hazara had limited opportunities to invest in the
development of their own community due to their precarious situation in Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Iran. Their settlement in Australia and, for the participants in this project,
in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area, has provided the Hazara with an opportunity
to contribute to and rejuvenate the social, cultural and economic life of their local area,
especially around Kilburn and Blair Athol, and also to rejuvenate their own community.
The Hazara have been deeply impacted by conflict and hardship experienced in their
homeland of Afghanistan and in their refugee transit experience and settlement. Their
strong involvement with their own co-ethnic community therefore should not be
seen as a weakness to be overcome. Instead, we hope that those outside the Hazara
community will be able to see through the eyes of the Hazara to understand the
immense importance of investing in their co-ethnic community, which consequently
allows them to invest in the local community that they live in.
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In summary, the metaphor of the coral reef as a kind of ecosystem, referred to in the
section on economic impact, is a helpful way to understand the Hazara contributions
to the Port Adelaide-Enfield community from the holistic social, cultural and
economic framework that this research has sought to use. The title of this report is
Refugees rejuvenating and connecting communities. The rejuvenation is not only
of the local communities that refugee-background migrants are part of, but also of
their own communities. The development of strong co-ethnic bonds by the Hazara
appear to communicate, like some coral, that there is a hardness, self-sufficiency and
impermeability about the Hazara relationship to their surroundings. But the life and
health of the coral is interconnected with the marine life around it. Just as the coral and
marine life are interdependent, so too, our findings suggest, are refugee-background
migrant communities and the local communities that they live amongst. Far from a
burden, threat or cost to the community, the Hazara have demonstrated that they give
as well as receive.
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Refugees rejuvenating and connecting communities highlights the many varied
ways in which the Hazara as a migrant community have contributed to and become
a part of their local community in their settlement process. While we identified both
challenges and opportunities for the Hazara have and the local community, the
process of building connections, belonging and co-ethnic involvement is worth the
effort required. It is important to note that the report has only been able to touch on
a few examples of the way in which the Hazara have contributed to and become a
part of their local community. We have not been able to speak, for example, of the
Hazara whose children now attend schools throughout the local area, or who attend
/ complete university as the first in their families, such as Afsana, Husain and Mehran;
or those who have stood for local government elections, like Shukria Ghasimy, and
state parliamentary elections, like Mansoor Hashimi; or like Kbora Ali, who became
the first (Adelaide-raised) Hazara to enlist in the Australian army3; or the way the
Hazara community came together to generously donate financially to the 2019/2020
bushfire relief (as Hazara communities did in other parts of Australia).
Refugee-background migrants are not ‘forever victims’, nor are they ‘forever refugees’
(Radford & Hetz 2020). Given the opportunity, the Hazara in this report arguably
demonstrate that they desire to move beyond the ‘refugee’ category or ‘victim’ label.
They are Hazara, but they also desire to be positively contributing members of the
broader Australian community as ‘Australians’. The strength of their own identity
and co-ethnic bonds provide the platform for the Hazara’s increasing involvement,
connections, contributions, belonging and identification with their local community,
and ultimately with the broader Australian community.

Recommendations
1. The Hazara are building a strong migrant community identity while facilitating
(two-way) increasing interaction and engagement with the broader community.
There is a sense that the Hazara community tends to stress the need to strengthen
co-ethnic bonds, potentially seen by some as ‘keeping to themselves’. However,
the report highlights the need for co-ethnic bonds to be strengthened first so
that individuals can connect more broadly, and this is part of the resettlement
process. We also recommend the need for understanding refugee background
migrants’ contributions to local communities through both a generational lens
and one that takes into account changes over time.
3

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/feature/first-her-kind-afghan-refugee-australian-soldier
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2. We recognise that the Hazara community in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council
area, like all communities, is heterogenous and their experiences encompass an
evolving and diverse range of issues and values that are influenced by people’s
complex positionalities (i.e., related to intersecting identities of ethnicity, class,
gender, religion, generation and age, and linguistic and educational capital).
For example, this report has highlighted that there are issues and experiences
that are specific to young Hazara women in accessing appropriate healthcare
services and in pursuing their educational aspirations.
3. The community organisation explored in section 6 demonstrates the importance
for building collaborative, grassroots-led initiatives that are tailored to the
specific needs of the Hazara women. It casts light on the mutually structuring
relationships between the emergent networked ecology of Hazara and nonHazara groups and their connectivity and provides an in-depth ecological
lens to the transitioning experiences of Hazara women from being perceived
as subjects of victimhood to active participants in Australian society. Future
research could more closely examine the needs of particular groups within the
Hazara community.
4. Volunteering provides important benefits for individuals and communities (both
newer arrivals and longer-term residents) as well as often unacknowledged
social capital contributions, playing a pivotal role in the ecology of formalised
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government support programs. There needs to be further research examining
the role and extent of unpaid work among refugee-background migrants. In
addition, it is also recommended that consideration be given to how to better
recognise and support volunteers and to invest in programs that develop the
leadership skills of emerging community leaders, who are critical in connecting
people with services.
5. There need to be opportunities and processes to facilitate multiple-dimension
information sharing among migrant groups and local authorities. For example,
the Hazara can share their own experiences of how to establish economic
development and entrepreneurship. The Hazara community, and other migrant
communities, need to be able to understand, draw on and benefit from the
services and support that groups such as the Port Adelaide Enfield Council can
provide to value-add and strengthen what they are already doing.
6. This report highlights the positive economic, social and cultural contributions of
the Hazara community in the Port Adelaide Enfield Council area. It is important
to raise awareness of the positive contributions of refugees to challenge
and change discourses that portray refugees as a threat or burden, unwilling
or unable to integrate and contribute. At the same time, it is important to
continuously emphasise that refugee resettlement should always be motivated
by humanitarian values and by Australia’s international obligations as a signatory
to the Refugee Convention.
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